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Abstract 
Within this work the density functional theory approach was used to simulate the well-known 

series of [hexakis(1-(tetrazol-1-yl)alkane-N4)iron(II)] bis(tetrafluoroborate) spin crossover 

complexes ranging from methyl- to pentyl substituted species. The calculations were carried 

out in the approximation of free cations thus neglecting intermolecular interactions and solid-

state effects. The resulting structural relaxation was compared with the experimentally 

obtained structure. Furthermore the vibrational frequencies were calculated and compared 

with experimentally obtained spectra to check the accuracy of the used simplifications. 

Finally, the spin transition temperatures were calculated using a simple thermodynamic model 

according to the law of mass action for a system of non-interacting molecules. An interesting 

behaviour of the calculated spin-transition temperature depending on the number of carbon 

atoms within the ligand was found. Complexes based on ligands with even and odd number of 

carbon atoms form two different series. This behaviour turned out to be related with the 

vibrational contribution to the entropy change of the spin-transition. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that certain octahedral transition metal complexes with four to seven d-

electrons can be present in different spin states: high-spin (HS) at elevated temperatures and 

low-spin (LS) at low temperatures. The phenomenon of the temperature dependent spin 

transition has been termed “spin crossover”. The outstanding behaviour of spin crossover 

compounds is one of the most striking and fascinating shown by relatively simple molecules 

and has been discussed intensively in the literature1. Past research was more focused on the 

synthesis and characterisation of new spin crossover compounds2-9 than on the theoretical 

description of the spin transition10-14. Therefore, a still pending task for the future is better 

theoretical understanding of the factors governing the differences in the various spin transition 

behaviours on an ab initio level. Consequently, the application of modern ab initio quantum 

mechanical methods to describe spin crossover compounds will become an extremely 

important field of research. In the last years the fast development of modern microelectronics 

opened the doors to this very recent topic. First calculations, based on the density functional 

theory (DFT) approach, focused on the iron-ligand bond stretching vibrations. The good 

agreement of calculated and experimental normal modes justified the calculation of 

vibrational entropy and energy differences15-17. Up to now the most difficult issue was the 

calculation of the spin state splitting energies between high-spin and low-spin isomers, which 

Paulsen et al.18-20 and Brehm et al.16, 21 recently showed.  

The idea behind this work is to identify the main factors governing different spin transition 

behaviour by investigating a series of complexes, where slight changes of the ligands cause a 

drastic change of the spin transition behaviour. Therefore this work is focussing on the 

simulation of the well-known series of [hexakis(1-(tetrazol-1-yl)alkane-N4)iron(II)] 

bis(tetrafluoroborate) spin crossover complexes ranging from methyl- to pentyl substituted 

species on an ab initio level. This series features very different spin-transition behaviour (i.e. 

incomplete, abrupt, gradual) simply due to the elongation of the alkyl-chain. Therefore, this 

series is considered to be an ideal model for theoretical investigations.  

In this first approach, the complexes were modelled in the approximation of free cations thus 

neglecting any possible intermolecular interactions with anions and/or solvents or other 

cations. The spin-state splitting energies and vibrational frequencies of these tetrazole-based 
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spin transition compounds were calculated using the Gaussian03 code22. A comparison of 

calculated and experimentally measured IR-frequencies demonstrated on the one hand the 

accuracy of this approach to calculate IR-frequencies. On the other hand it justified the use of 

the obtained data to model finite temperature by employing simple statistical thermodynamic 

relations and thereby estimating the spin transition temperature in the ideal approximation of 

non-interacting complex cations. 

2. Methods 
2.1 Quantum mechanical calculations.

The quantum mechanical calculations were performed with the software package 

Gaussian0322 implemented on a SGI Silicon Graphics power challenge with 64 parallel 

processors. In this paper the Gaussian03 nomenclature for DFT functionals and basis sets is 

used. All calculations were performed using a three parameter hybrid functional, as proposed 

by Becke, including Becke’s exchange functional23, 24 and the correlation functional of Lee, 

Yang and Parr25 (shortcut: B3LYP) together with the 6-311G basis for first-row atoms and the 

Wachters-Hay26 all electron basis set for the iron atom (shortcut: 6-311G). 

It is well-known17, 19, 27 that the choice of the density functional sensitively influences the 

calculated spin state splitting energies. The hybrid functional B3LYP has been found to give 

the most reasonable values for the spin-state splitting energies20. Therefore, within this work 

only the B3LYP functional together with the 6-311G basis set was used. Starting with 

experimental geometry data, if available, a geometry optimization was performed for both 

spin states of each of the five compounds. The energy differences were calculated after full 

geometry optimization for the respective spin states. A subsequent normal coordinate analysis 

allowed the estimation of thermodynamic properties. This calculation computes force 

constants and the resulting vibrational frequencies as well as IR intensities. For DFT methods 

the force constants are determined analytically in Gaussian03. Vibrational frequencies are 

computed by determining the second derivatives of the energy with respect to the Cartesian 

nuclear coordinates and then transforming to mass-weighted coordinates.  

2.2 Calculation of the thermodynamic properties. In the approximation of non-interacting 

complexes the thermal behaviour of a spin crossover system can be described within the law 
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of mass action28 for an ideal crystal with statistically independent (non interacting) 

complexes. According to this model the spin transition can be described by a simple 

monomolecular equilibrium 

A( HS ) B(LS )          (eq. 1) 

The temperature dependency of such a system can than be expressed as a Van’t Hoff Plot 

within a simple linear approximation via lnK, the energy- and entropy difference of reaction 

lnK(T) ln( HS

1 HS

) E 0

RT
S0

R
       (eq. 2) 

where S and Eel are the quantum mechanically calculated entropy and electronic energy 

difference, respectively, and HS is the molecular HS fraction. Therefore, retrieving the energy 

and entropy difference from theory is necessary to estimate the transition temperature T½.

Within this work the energy differences were calculated as the electronic energy difference 

between LS and HS isomers. The entropy difference of spin crossover can be calculated as a 

sum of an electronic contribution and contributions originating from vibrational and, in the 

gas phase, from rotational degrees of freedom: 

S Sel Svib Srot          (eq. 3) 

Within this model the translational degrees of freedom are the same for both spin states and 

are therefore not taken into account. The electronic contribution is given by 

Sel R ln(gHS

gLS

)          (eq. 4) 

with the degeneracy gLS of LS being one and the degeneracy gHS of the HS being five for all 

iron(II) spin crossover compounds we get Sel = Rln(5) = 13.38 J/(mol K) for iron(II)-

complexes. The rotational contribution to the entropy of spin crossover is neglected, because 

the entropy difference should be estimated for solid state, where free rotation is in any case 
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prohibited. Normal modes were calculated in order to retrieve the vibrational contribution 

according to the following partition function28

Svib NA kB ln
sinh

hc ˜ i ( HS )

2kBT

sinh
hc ˜ i (LS )

2kBT
i

[J mol 1K 1]     (eq. 5) 

where ˜ i is the calculated wavenumber of the corresponding ith normal mode in [m-1].  

2.3 Calculation of the spin transition temperature. The estimates of the spin transition 

temperature T½, where half of the complexes are in LS-state and half of the complexes are in 

the HS-state (giving HS=½), were consequently obtained via solving equation 6. 

lnK(T1/ 2) ln( HS

1 HS

) Eel

RT1/ 2

( Svib Sel )
R

Eel

RT1/ 2

S
R

0  (eq. 6) 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Structural relaxation. 

The real systems were modelled as single cationic molecules thus neglecting any solid-state 

interactions (e.g. packing in the unit cell, interactions with anions). Starting from 

experimental data (XRD) a full DFT geometry optimization was performed for the respective 

spin states of the five [Fe(ntz)
6
]2+ compounds with n=1-5. The calculations were performed 

with Becke’s three parameter hybrid functional (B3LYP) and the 6-311G basis set (see 

methods for details). 

Despite of the omission of the anions and neglecting solid-state effects a good agreement of 

the calculated structure with experimental data was found. Exemplarily, the measured 

structure (XRD29, CCDC# 612.757) of the HS-isomer of the novel compound [Fe(4tz)6](BF4)2

and the modelled [Fe(4tz)
6
]2+ -cation are shown in Figure 1. The iron-to-ligand bond lengths 

and N(1)—Fe—N(1’) angles are compared in Table 1. One can see the very good agreement 

of the experimental and theoretical values for the first coordination sphere suggesting a nearly 

perfect octahedron. 
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A B
Figure 1. Comparison of the theoretically (B3LYP/ 6-311G) obtained structure of [Fe(4tz)

6
]2+ (left) with the 

experimental [Fe(4tz)
6
](BF

4
)

2
structure (right). 

The major difference between 

calculated and measured structures 

is naturally the omission of the 

anions and neglecting any solid-

state effects in the calculations. 

Due to this the tetrazolic CH-

bonding can, of course, not interact with the anions within the calculated structure. As 

consequence, we found that the whole ligand tips over and forms a stabilizing H-bonding 

between the tetrazolic CH and the N3 of a neighbouring ligand (CH
tz
···N3) upon structure 

relaxation (see Table 2/ Figure 1).  
Table 2.  Overview of CH

tz
···N3 distances (in ) of 

calculated LS/HS structures of [Fe(ntz)
6
]2+ for n = 1–5.

Table 3. Calculated Fe—N bond lengths and 
differences  of [Fe(ntz)

6
]2+ for n = 1–5.

Compound  LS-species  HS-species  
Fe[(1tz)

6
]
2+ 2.316  2.560  

Fe[(2tz)
6
]
2+ 2.315  2.565  

Fe[(3tz)
6
]
2+ 2.319  2.569  

Fe[(4tz)
6
]
2+ 2.320  2.571  

Fe[(5tz)
6
]
2+ 2.322  2.573  

Compound  HS  LS  
Fe[(1tz)

6
]
2+ 2.199  2.009  0.190  

Fe[(2tz)
6
]
2+ 2.198  2.009  0.189  

Fe[(3tz)
6
]
2+ 2.197  2.009  0.189  

Fe[(4tz)
6
]
2+ 2.197  2.008  0.189  

Fe[(5tz)
6
]
2+ 2.196  2.008 0.188  

Table 1. Comparison of selected bond length and angles of 
[Fe(4tz)

6
](BF

4
)

2
and the theoretically obtained parameters.

bond length/angle B3LYP/6-311G XRD
Fe—N [Å] 2.19(7) 2.193(2) 

N(1)—Fe—N(1') [°] 180.00 180.00 
N(1)—Fe—N(1') [°] 89.26(1) 89.14(8) 
N(1)—Fe—N(1') [°] 90.73(9) 90.86(8) 
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In strong contrast to that the CH
tz 

shows an interaction with the anion in the real crystal (see 

structural data29-32). Anyway, despite of these differences between calculated and measured 

structures, the DFT calculations correctly predicted the structural changes due to the spin-

transition; the change in the Fe—N bond length (approx. 10%), due to the population of anti-

bonding eg-orbitals within the HS species, was predicted quite well for all investigated 

compounds (see Table 3).  

3.2 Normal coordinate analysis 

After the structure relaxation a 

subsequent normal coordinate analysis 

was performed for each compound 

proving that the geometry optimizations 

yield minimum structures on the 

potential energy surface, which was 

confirmed for all compounds and spin-

states. As exemplarily depicted for the 

3tz and the 4tz complexes in Figures 2-

3, the calculated spectra are in good 

agreement with the experimental 

spectra. The calculated spectra are 

qualitatively comparable with the 

experimental far and mid IR spectra. 

The experimental spectra were obtained 

from M. Grunert33. The FIR spectra of 

the [Fe(ntz)
6
](BF

4
)

2
 with n = 3–4 were 

recorded at 100 K as well as 298 

reflecting the LS and the HS species of 

these complexes, respectively (Figure 

2). The presented MIR spectra were 

measured at 298 K thus characterizing 

the HS species of the complexes (Figure 

3).

Figure 2.  Comparison of the calculated (bars) and 
experimentally (continuous spectra) obtained FIR spectra. 
(A) LS- species of 3tz, (B) HS.species of 3tz, (C) LS- 
species of 4tz, (B) HS.species of 4tz. LS spectra were 
recorded at 100K and HS spectra were obtained at 298K. 
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The spectra for the LS isomer showed in all cases several modes in the range from 350cm-1 to 

420cm-1 (see Figure 2), which are in the range were iron-to-ligand modes are expected. 

According to the literature34 the modes at about 523cm-1 were identified as anion modes. The 

other modes correspond perfectly with the calculated ones, whereas the normal coordinate 

pictures revealed in all cases that these modes include a significant iron-to-ligand motion. 

When going from the LS to the HS isomer all these modes vanished whereas the normal 

coordinate analysis perfectly reproduced these experimental findings as one can see in Figures 

2C/2D. In all cases in this range two other modes that do not include any significant iron-to-

ligand motion appeared and the iron-to-ligand vibrations shifted about 100 cm-1 to lower 

energies, which was perfectly reproduced by the normal coordinate analysis as well. The 

comparison of the MIR spectra yielded a good agreement for the various modes in the range 

between 600cm-1 and 1500cm-1. Generally, the calculated CH
tz
-stretching and CH

alkyl
-bending 

modes were shifted about 170cm-1 to higher energies, which can be seen in context with the 

model approach using single cations in vacuum, thus neglecting any solid state effects (e.g. 

interactions with anions). 

Figure 3. Comparison of the calculated (bars) and experimentally (continuous spectra) obtained 
MIR spectra. (A) HS- species of 3tz, (B) HS.species of 4tz. All the spectra were recorded at 298K.
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3.3 Simulation of thermodynamic properties

The hybrid functional 

B3LYP gave very 

reasonable values for the 

spin-state splitting energy of 

12-14 kJ/mol. The important 

point is that the spin-state-

splitting energies did not 

deviate within the calculated 

series of the differently 

substituted complex cations. The deviations that are shown within Table 4 are too low and 

within the error margin of the used methods19. Therefore, the substitution effects did not cause 

observable differences in the spin state splitting energies. To point this out clearly, this means 

the calculated spin splitting energies were not influenced intra-molecularly by different 

substitutions.  

The vibrational entropy difference was 

calculated according to Eq. 5 using the 

computationally obtained normal modes of the 

respective complexes. The spin transition 

temperature was calculated by solving Eq. 6.

All the calculated thermodynamic parameters 

are displayed in Table 4. Furthermore, the 

calculated spin-transition temperature (in the 

approximation of free cations) and the 

corresponding tendency of the total entropy 

difference are shown in Figure 4. The spin 

transition temperature shows an increasing 

tendency for the calculated series (Figure 4A). 

Obviously, the alkyl chains with even and odd 

numbers of carbon atoms form two different 

series. The T1/2 values have been found to be higher for the complexes having even-numbered 

Table 4. Estimates of the thermodynamic properties of the series of 

[Fe(ntz)6]2+ complexes.

Eel
[J/mol]

Svib
[J/mol K]

S
[J/mol K]

Theor.
T1/2[K]

Exp.33

T1/2[K]
Fe[(1tz)

6
]
2+

12668 107.4 120.8 118 75

Fe[(2tz)
6
]
2+

13126 92.3 105.7 142 100

Fe[(3tz)
6
]
2+

13708 105.5 118.9 130 128

Fe[(4tz)
6
]
2+

14115 92.8 106.2 152 140

Fe[(5tz)
6
]
2+

14512 102.6 116.0 141 158 

Figure 4. T1/2 (A) and S (B) as a function of the 
number of carbon atoms in the alkyl chain. The 
dashed lines are drawn to clearly show the 
separation of the data points into two series (even/ 
odd) but have no further significance.  
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ntz ligands than for the odd-numbered ligands. The reason for this behaviour is clearly related 

to the oscillating behavior, as depicted in Figure 4B, of the calculated entropy difference, 

which is caused by the contribution of the vibrational entropy term (see Table 4). This is, in 

fact, a very interesting behaviour, which has recently been found experimentally for the series 

of the bridging bis(tetrazole-1-yl)alkane complexes2. Also in that case the T1/2 values have 

been found to be higher for the complexes having even-numbered nditz ligands than for the 

odd-numbered ligands. However, the calculated behavior does not perfectly reflect the 

experimental tendency of the spin-transition behavior. The experimental T1/2 values have been 

found to steadily increase for the investigated series. Experimentally no difference between 

ligands with even or odd number of carbons was found so far. Concluding, the different spin-

transition behavior within the approximation of free cations is an entropy effect and is 

definitively not caused by a difference in the spin-state-splitting energy. The deviations from 

the experimental tendency can clearly be seen in context with the model approach, omitting 

solid-state effects.  

4. Conclusions 
Quantum mechanical structure relaxations showed that the omission of anions forced the 

system to find another kind of stabilization via H-bonding structures of the CHtz. This points 

out clearly that the used anions influence the resulting cationic structure and therefore 

probably the spin transition behavior as well. This finding suggests the role of different anions 

as a kind of fine-tuning system for the spin transition behavior. One can suppose that the 

exact position of the plane of the tetrazolic ring systems is an important factor for the 

resulting electronic energy difference in these systems, because twisting of the plane may lead 

to different overlapping of the d-orbitals of the iron(II) and the -orbitals of the coordinating 

nitrogen atoms. Moreover, anions might be a governing factor for the formation of specific 

crystal structures, which has a great impact (solid state effects) on the spin transition behavior 

as well35.

Despite of these structural differences between XRD and theoretical investigations the normal 

coordinate analysis yielded a remarkably good agreement with the experimental observations 

in far and mid IR spectroscopy – even within the model approach omitting the non-

coordinating anions and only simulating an isolated single cationic molecule in vacuum. 
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Especially, the really good agreement within the FIR region justified the calculation of the 

vibrational contribution to the entropy change due to the spin transition, because these modes 

contribute to a large extent to the entropy change.  

Statistical thermodynamics on the basis of the law of mass action led to the assumption, that 

the entropy is not only one of the contributing but one of the influential factors that yield 

different spin transition temperatures within the approximation of free cations. In this 

approximation ligands with even and odd number of carbon atoms formed two different 

series. This behaviour is a consequence of the calculated vibrational entropy change of the 

spin-transition. This, in fact, interesting result suggests that molecular vibrations play a major 

role in thermally induced spin transitions, which is, indeed for some cases already well known 

in the literature36, 37. However, the tendency of the experimental T1/2 values cannot be 

explained entirely on the basis of this approach, which can be clearly seen as consequence of 

neglecting solid-state effects so far. The first three complexes in this series show incomplete 

(1tz and 2tz) and abrupt (3tz) spin transition the other two show a gradual spin transition. 

Nevertheless, this does not diminish the value of the presented study. Even though this 

approach does naturally not allow simulating solid-state effects and thereby non-ideal spin 

crossover behaviour, this work nicely revealed that solid-state effects (anions, crystal 

structure) have a great influence on the resulting cationic structure and thereby most probably 

on the resulting spin transition behaviour as well. However, in order to take solid-state effects 

into account explicitly, calculations with periodic boundary conditions must be employed. In 

comparison with the presented calculations solid-state calculation will allow to separate inter- 

and intra-molecular on the spin-state splitting energies and entropies. 
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